Scape X

the future of object recognition
X-plore
X-perience
X-citement
revolution
in digital object recognition

With the latest innovations Scape X and Scape X Tags, the Berlin-based company is expanding its core business and its pioneering role in object recognition at the human-machine interface, thereby making it the market leader in intelligent object recognition with AI.

Interactive Scape uniquely combines the haptic experience of working together at the table with unlimited digital interaction possibilities. This development in sensor technology can be compared to the leap in innovation from the telephone to the smartphone.

cooperation partner

With professional 3M sensors and integrated AI-controlled recognition components from Interactive Scape, all multitouch displays and multitouch tables will be able to think for themselves. This allows signals to be interpreted in much finer detail. In short, the machine has learned to recognize and understand the natural movements of humans. That’s why Paolo Pedrazzoli, the Global Marketing Manager at 3M for Interactive Scape’s displays, rates the current development with a short and sweet: “It’s a game changer in object recognition.”
put your product in the spotlight

benefit from infinite application possibilities

In the future, restrictions on object recognition will largely disappear. With Scape X Tags the detection of objects is almost invisible for almost every product. For our customers and users, this means a more efficient, sustainable and exciting way of communicating and sharing knowledge.

New Entertainment
impressive experiences for your customers, partners and employees

360° Retail Experience
unique customer experiences and interactive, digitalised support for your customers

Interactive Presentation
individual and impressive presentation of your products and services
market launch 2020

Scape X ecosystem

Scape X Tags
Scape X Objects

object recognition

Scape X multito touch display

application / configuration

TUIO 1.1 / 2.0 via Ethernet

video via HDMI / DP

application PC

Scape X touch & object assistant
- easy object configuration through the Scape X web interface
- connect physical objects to digital content
- activate objects and adjust their orientations

Scape X Tags
transparent interactive objects

first transparent thin markers as sensory communication carriers

detection of objects becomes almost invisible

customer object is in the focus of attention

can be applied to almost any kind of product and object

Scape X intelligent displays

professional 3M sensor technology

AI-controlled detection module of Interactive Scape

first self-learning display

detects objects, whole hand movements and gestures

faster, clearer, more precise and more sensitive in object recognition

Scape X objects

embedded object recognition

multito touch display

Scape X ecosystem

Scape X Tags
Scape X Objects

object recognition

Scape X multito touch display

application / configuration

TUIO 1.1 / 2.0 via Ethernet

video via HDMI / DP

application PC

- plug & play integration with any PC
- run any application with TUIO support (e.g. Easire®, Unity, Ventuz, Intuiface, VVV, Qt and more)
- easily switch back to Windows-Touch

Scape X Tags

transparent interactive objects

first transparent thin markers as sensory communication carriers

detection of objects becomes almost invisible

customer object is in the focus of attention

can be applied to almost any kind of product and object

Scape X intelligent displays

professional 3M sensor technology

AI-controlled detection module of Interactive Scape

first self-learning display

detects objects, whole hand movements and gestures

faster, clearer, more precise and more sensitive in object recognition
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